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Rider Education

“Whodunnit?”
International Directors of Rider Education:

Tony & Michelle Van Schaick

Test your Observation Skills…
Do a search on YouTube for “whodunit” and you will find “Test Your Awareness: Whodunnit?”. Watch the
video that tests how observant you are. We first saw this at the annual National Association of State Motorcycle Safety Administrators (SMSA) gathering in Nashville, TN. For those that might not have seen this video
originating in England a few years ago, take a moment to watch the clip and then see all the things happening
on the set while you were watching the video. You will be amazed! The final message is aimed at protecting

End of Days?
Considering some reports of snow already occurring in the northern portions of the Association’s Member
coverage areas, the riding season for some is drawing to a close. For the more southern areas, the heat is
becoming less of a deterrent and more riding is taking place. Many Districts and Regions have already held
their annual conventions with Mississippi and Arizona rounding out the rally season by the end of October.
This is the time of year when Bambi crossing the road isn’t so cute. Falling leaves and damp mornings make
the road surfaces more hazardous for the unprepared. A season of riding is behind many of us and thoughts
turn to getting prepared for the next one. Maintenance on our bikes is in order, as is that for our minds.
Planning should be underway for what courses/seminars will be necessary in the next few months – taking
advantage of the “down time” for re-certifications or advancements in the GWRRA Rider Ed Levels program.
Busy 2013 for Rider Education
In the Rider Education Program we are busy in a number of areas to serve the Membership and constantly
improve our program.
1) The Appointment process of the CPR/First Aid Coordinator and the Motorist Awareness Coordinator is
being reviewed to eliminate some inconsistencies in the process as written in the Rider Ed Handbook.
2) We have asked each Region and District to ensure they have ALL of the equipment needed to conduct
CPR/First Aid courses. If you are planning a course, make sure the instructors have sufficient quantities of
“Dressings ad Bandages” so they can perform the required small group practices.
3) After receiving feedback from the Regions and their Districts, we will require presenters of Motorist Awareness (MA) seminars to become certified Seminar Presenters (GWRRA University Trainers once the program is released). This will enhance the message we send to the public.
4) We had a request to make MA Coordinators officers. After consideration and negotiations, we already
have a process in Rider Ed to do this. The Assistant Rider Educator position we already have is an ideal
position to assign the MA responsibility to.
(Continued on next page)
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motorcyclists. Enjoy!

Rider Education

“Whodunnit”
International Directors of Rider Education: Tony & Michelle Van Schaick
(continued)
5) We are considering enhancing Level III by adding attendance of a MA Seminar. This will not be a retroactive requirement, nor will the seminar require recertification.
6) The word is getting out that there will be a return to Drill Team competition at Wing Ding in 2013.
7) We are completing assessment of range only riding courses for people who have taken the classroom
portions of the riding course previously. We conducted our first tests at Wing Ding using additional Instructor materials. This is not currently approved for general use, and may stay only at Wing Ding. Feedback
form the instructors at Wing Ding is being incorporated into revised instructor materials.

9) We want to thank Betty Knutson for her service to GWRRA Rider Education for many years. She has
asked to step down to attend to her family. Ron Lantz has agreed to take on administration of Seminars
and PLP Facilitators from Betty. Thanks Ron!
10) We are already looking into additions to the Co-Rider course to help co-riders of vehicles other than twowheeled motorcycles know what actions to take for an incapacitated rider. MI District Educators Bruce &
Melissa Thayer have provided input for Side Car rig operators. Trikes are generally no different than two
wheels, other than the elimination of the fall of the bike at the end. We are continuing to search for any
available way that a small Co-Rider (compared to the size of the Rider) can accomplish a safe stop if present guidance is not feasible. We expect that the seminar will include this new material in the next revision or an addendum will be published to supplement the seminar.
Speaking of end of days, keep in mind that the shift back to standard time for those areas that participate in
daylight savings time (there are some US States that don’t, such as AZ and parts of IN), recognize that your
travelling times may place you on the road at peak critter activity times – since they don’t have a changing
clock.
Ride Safe and B+,
Tony & Michelle Van Schaick
GWRRA International Directors of Rider Education.

Editor’s Note: In North Carolina, 90% of all accidents involving an animal involved a deer. According to the Department of Transportation, the number of car accidents involving deer across the state is highest from October to December and DOT statistics show
these accidents mostly happen between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. BUT US ON MOTORCYCLES must still be aware of the other 10% of
small “critters”, such as dogs, opossums, raccoons, squirrels and other less obvious targets which can upset the handling and
traction critical to our motorcycle’s safety & performance. Drive with your HIGH BEAMS when possible and STAY AWARE!
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8) A Region Director has asked us to look into an addendum to provide guidance for a Parking Lot Practice
Facilitator to conduct a PLP with only one Facilitator in areas where a second Facilitator is unavailable
(not the same as “requires effort to coordinate”). A draft is completed and will be released in the future by
posting it on the PLP Secure website. Until then PLPs must be done as shown on the range cards – with
two PLP Facilitators.

Rider Education

“Insight

In To a GWRRA Convention”

International Asst. Directors of Rider Education:

Bob and Nan Shrader are two names synonymous with hard work and success. They are the Region A Directors who recently presided over the Region A Convention in Eufaula, Alabama. Because of their attributes, attendance was up again this year. Five hundred eighty two members attended the
three day festivities. Those of us attending to the Motorist Awareness table
were kept very busy. We handed out a plethora of informative information
along with bumper stickers, yard signs and window clings. Our Motorist and
Motorcycle Awareness Video was once again a big hit and attention getter. I
think we had as many requests for copies at this convention as we had at
Wing Ding this year. Remember, copies of it can be obtained by downloading
“ The Crash Test Project “ from our website. Just go to GWRRA.ORG, then
click on Rider Education and then Motorist Awareness. You will find the video
there. It is well worth viewing and then downloading to show all who may be
interested in saving lives. (Editor’s Note: I have provided a direct link to the page & video by clicking on the words
“The Crash Test Project” above)
While at the convention, my wife Jan and I had the privilege of speaking to Mr. Bob Hickly. Bob is the Georgia District Membership Enhancement Coordinator and a terrific person. He told us a very sad story about
the death of his wife, Dianne. About a year ago Bob and Dianne, who were couple of the year for their
chapter, were heading home on their Wing after having attended the funeral of a fellow chapter participant.
A motorist, leaving the driveway of a gas station and driving straight across the road to a trailer park, cut
directly in front of them without looking to see if there was any traffic. The subsequent crash was so horrific
that it cost Dianne her life. Both Bob and Dianne were wearing ALL the proper gear from head to toe. Unfortunately, as we all know, sometimes that isn’t enough to prevent serious injury or, in this case, death.
Besides the terrible loss of his wife, Bob is having to contend with the fact that even though it was proven
that the motorist was 100% at fault for the accident, Georgia law is weak when dealing with drivers in this
type of situation. The driver of the automobile received as a sentence 24 months probation, 10 days jail
time served on weekends and NO loss of license for any period of time. I will let you reach your own conclusions as to the fairness of this sentence.
On a lighter note, Jere and Linda Goodman, GWRRA Directors, were in attendance at the convention and
were their usual friendly and approachable selves. We were all treated to a side of Jere we were not aware
of at closing ceremonies. It seems Jere is a Hip Hop artist and performed a great GWRRA hip hop song
and dance for us all. It was amusing and entertaining, and Jere’s message of having fun came across loud
and clear.

Joe and Gracie Mazza
International Rider Education
Motorist Awareness Director
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Joe & Jan Mazza

GWRRA

“No Winger Left Behind”
Bill & Dea Ann Gray
Region H Director
Do you remember your first gathering? How did you find out about it? Were you warmly
greeted at the door? How many welcomed you and who did you sit with? Were you invited
back? Were you asked to join them on the next dinner ride? Did you receive a newsletter
and calendar of events? Why so many questions??

If you are reading this, you probably have a good if not great Chapter life! We've always
spoken of chapters as our extended families and most of you have been treated accordingly! During your last gathering, did you have a visitor? Did you greet them? Did you offer to
sit with them? Were they acknowledged and introduced during the meeting? Did you thank
them for coming and invite them back? Why more questions??
Because we want...

PLEASE DO NOT TAKE VISITORS AND NEW PARTICIPANTS
FOR GRANTED OR ASSUME ANYTHING!
Be proactive! Add them to your email and phone tree list immediately! Send them your latest newsletter and follow up with a phonecall to invite them on a ride! Get them involved
now! What does the "H" stand for? HOSPITALITY ..... Let's live it and leave

Bill & Dea Ann Gray
Region H Directors
918-231-9371 cell
www.region-h.org
Editor’s Note: On the following page is a great response to Bill & Dea’s article from GWRRA’s International Deputy
Directors, Dave & Gwen Carter. Please continue to read their feedback!
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Because we want...

GWRRA

In Response to:
“No Winger Left Behind”
Dave & Gwen Carter
International Deputy Directors
In response to Bill and Dea’s “No Winger Left Behind” our International Deputy Directors,
Dave and Gwen Carter had these words to say:

Illinois Convention Bureau a few years ago had a great slogan - "Just outside of Chicago,
there is a place called Illinois" At the time I thought this to be so true, as there is so much
more to Illinois than Chicago.
The same holds true to the slogan that Bill Gray has associated with our quest - "Leave no
Winger behind". To be put another way - "Just outside your chapter there are more GWRRA members"
Many members of GWRRA join because they saw or were told of the ability to
participate in all of the things that we, as chapter participants, take for granted. Of course
there will be a dinner ride this month (maybe two or three), of course there will be an overnight ride this summer (maybe two or three) and what about those poker runs, charity rides,
ice cream breaks and coffee social mornings. All of these things the regular participants
and newsletter recipients know about. But not everyone can "fully" participate but do want
to know about and enjoy, as they can, the local events.
You do not have to look much further than your Area Reports to see that most chapters
have members in their areas that they do not know or have ever seen - "Just outside your
chapter there are more GWRRA members". With a little bit of work, expanding our email
delivery list, all ( or most ) of the GWRRA members, just outside our chapters, will start to
enjoy all those events that our participants enjoy.
Bill Gray and his Team have caught the spirit. When faced with a challenge - Road Runners
look for ways to succeed.
Catching the Spirit,
Dave & Gwen Carter
Int'l Deputy Directors

LETS ALL CATCH THE SPIRIT!
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The message, without doubt, identifies and puts a face to our objective of maintaining our
membership. I'll say it here and repeat it to anyone who wishes to hear it from me direct. I
believe that our Directors at every level in particular at the chapter level, are doing a very
good job of maintaining our chapter rosters, the "chapter families" are alive and well!

Membership Enhancement

“You Want Us To Do What?- Take Two ”
International Directors of Membership Enhancement

Ed & Linda Johnson
In our September issue of the “Insight” newsletter, we expressed the importance of the Operations Meeting
and that now is the time to start planning and organizing your part in these meetings. At the Region OPS
meeting, we suggest the Membership Enhancement Coordinator cover the following items during their
breakout session. This information should also be covered at the District OPS Meeting. Communication is
very important and what better way to get information down to the Chapters.

Gold Wing Road Riders Association

Friends for Fun, Safety & Knowledge

Ed and Linda Johnson
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“Focusing Back to the Chapter”
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators:

Steven & Tammy Hollingsworth

So, back to the roots of this program...at Chapter level. They are the ones that hold the role of the highest
honor as they are chosen by their peers and friends. With no expectations other than to have FUN, the
Chapter Couple Of the Year usually has the most meaning for couples as they experience the process. As
we concentrate on selected couples, we really should focus on couples in general, whether they are selected
as a "chapter" couple or not. In our monthly newsletter, our chapter highlights a different couple each month,
just to honor the many awesome couples that we have. As we all know each year only one couple can be
selected to honor the chapter as designated ambassadors. When we assess couples, some couples have
one that can sometimes be more outgoing than the other or more active than the other. When couples are
selected to be honored in the Couple Of the Year Program, they are usually selected because both people
are more equalized and share the same magnitude of personality. To get down further into the weeds, we
are really recognizing people for their efforts and participation to the chapter and how they inspire others in
the chapter to achieve and set their sights on a project and do it to the best of their ability.
We have a super couple in our chapter, Walt & Faye Gersch, who really have sparked a lot of excitement by
their love of GWRRA. They not only speak highly of it, but they show it by the way they act and dress. They
are very proud and really enjoy GWRRA. In the last year, the chapter has asked Faye to help us with updating our Chapter Scrapbook. Faye, who has never done any scrapbooking nor had any experience in this
area, took the job on with enthusiasm. Although others have worked on the scrapbooking project, Faye just
took it up to a new level with the help of another chapter member, Joanne Keener. Faye and Joanne just
happen to have a little more spare time than some members, so it worked out great and it really shows when
you see our scrapbook. We just want to point out this as an example: for someone who has had no experience, Faye took on this role whole-heartedly and manages the activities surrounding the scrapbook participation. Our chapter scrapbook made it all the way to Region competition. Not that we are bragging on our
chapter scrapbook so much as we are really bragging on our chapter member who has took this under her
wing and done the best she could with few resources and has done a totally spectacular transformation to
our scrapbook. This kind of dedication and involvement is what GWRRA is all about.
It's great that we honor our couples at chapter level, but it never hurts to just honor great members at the
chapter level. Granted, neither Faye nor Joanne will get a medallion to wear, but our chapter now holds
them in the highest regard for their commitment. These are the little things that keep a chapter spirit running
high and spark more involvement. Now that we have a winning scrapbook, more people's ears are starting to
perk up and say hey, we need to help Faye out and it seems like a lot of fun. One thing leads to another and
before you know it, you have got some great chapter participation. So as having a chapter couple for your
chapter brings about incredible chapter spirit, there are many other things that sometimes need to be noticed
in the chapter. We are very proud of our chapter because we've asked them to support some goals and
they've all stepped up to the plate to support these goals and have discovered that they are having fun too. I
know their actions have inspired me greatly on a personal level. We draw our inspiration from so many different areas and levels, but I just wanted to bring attention to someone other than just a couple of the year.
Steven and I share our love of GWRRA and we take pride in participating in all of the different aspects of the
association. As you can tell, the Couple Of the Year program is near and dear to our hearts, but most of all
Continued on next page
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Almost consistently we hear or we ourselves are saying, the most important place of honor for a Couple Of
the Year is at the Chapter level. Before we delve into this, we just want to give a shout out to Region A's new
Region Couple Of the Year, Dana & Jo Voight. Region A's newly selected ambassadors, Dana & Jo, will do
an excellent job as the new Region couple. They had a great selection in Region A, but I'd have to say that
when the questions were asked, we got some very risqué answers, but it kept the crowd rolling in laughter.
The rally was awesome but it went by way too quickly.

Membership Enhancement

“Focusing Back to the Chapter”
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators:

Steven & Tammy Hollingsworth
(continued)
we have a special spot in our hearts just for the general membership, whom are merely just our family and
friends.

So after you read this article, take a moment and check out your members in your chapter. You might just
realize there is a lot of inspiration to be enjoyed. We, in our chapter, sincerely thank Faye and Joanne for
their "can-do" attitudes. It takes a TEAM to have a successful chapter and EVERYONE counts!
As the rally season draws near to the end, we reflect on the many new friends we've made and the new 2012
-2013 Region couples. This year is fun; last year was fun, so next year can only get better, right? Sometimes
I run out of things to talk about (hold your laughter!), but if anyone has any ideas or subjects that they would
like for us to concentrate on, let us know. We'll share them here in the Insight Newsletter. We must share
ideas and KNOWLEDGE to grow our FAMILY of FRIENDS.
Steven and I would like to thank you all that welcome us wherever we go. We love you from the bottom of
our hearts. Steven and I are in this organization for the long haul. We can't think of anything any better than
this group of folks. Our lives are enriched by our involvement and participation. I know I've mentioned this
before, but it's worth saying again. One of the questions you sometimes hear in the Couple Of the Year process is "what would you change about GWRRA?" Well, I would change the motto, "Friends for Fun, Safety
and Knowledge", to "Friends for Fun, Safety, and Knowledge for a LIFETIME."
Till next time, ride safe, have FUN, and eat lots of ICE CREAM…in the summer months, it keeps you cool. In
the Fall months, it just keeps everything festive. In the Winter months (which are just around the corner), ice
cream makes you appreciate the summer months.

Tammy & Steven Hollingsworth
International Couple Of the Year Coordinators
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So, at the core of GWRRA membership is our wonderful chapters. We take the time out to honor and thank
these super couples, but Steven and I would like to encourage you to just take notice of all of the members:
old, new, active, not-as-active, and everyone in general. This organization brings these folks together
through the commonality of motorcycles, but it's the relationships and inspiration that keeps us coming back
for more. At these grass roots are seeds that are planted that can someday bloom into beautiful masterpieces. GWRRA is more than just FUN; it's an adventure and it's an association that helps bring out the best in
people. Personal development along with building teams and relationships is a good recipe for SUCCESS.
So, FRIENDS for FUN, SAFETY & KNOWLEDGE = SUCCESS.

Leadership Training

“Build Your Future”
International Directors of Leadership Training
Paul & Cheryl Brosher

Build your Future
1. Take responsibility— Make choices that lead you to a place you like by taking
responsibility for what got you to where you currently are.

3. Realize you area a person of action—Everything you do matters and affects everything
else around you forever. It doesn’t matter how big or small the action is.
Sometimes the smallest action can engage your subconscious, and it may seem
like things begin to fall into place.
4. Have a decided heart—The purpose of analysis is to come to a conclusion. Make
decisions quickly and change your mind slowly to be successful. Don’t second
guess yourself (no “what if I had done _____” questions), as that just wastes energy
and time. Learn from the outcome then correct your course as needed.
5. Choose to be happy—Write down the things that you are grateful for. People want
to be around happy people. Opportunities and encouragement come from other
people. If people wan to be around you, you will have more opportunities. Short
term you can practice smiling while you talk until it becomes more comfortable.
Be excited to see people and greet them with a smile. It will help you feel better
even if you’re having a bad day.
6. Strive for anger resolution (not management) and forgiveness—Forgiveness has
more to do with the forgiver than with the person being forgiven. It is a decision.
You must always forgive yourself and move on. Forgiveness is about the past, and
trust is about the future.
7. Persist without exception—You must find a way over, under or through your obstacles
and never quit. In order to reach your goals, you may only be lacking one
idea or piece of the puzzle so pretend if necessary (fake it ‘til you make it). There
may also be a time when it looks like the battle is over, or you may be tired of
persisting. Don’t give yourself an excuse to quit. Dig deep and focus on what motivated
you to begin the journey in the first place.

Paul & Cheryl Brosher
International Directors of Leadership Training
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2. Seek wisdom—Read and listen to books on tape, radio shows, etc. from which
you can acquire knowledge (either actively or passively). Associate with people
who make you a better person and hold you accountable.

Leadership Training

“Take Five”
International Directors of Leadership Training
Paul & Cheryl Brosher
E-mail has become one of the most common methods of business and personal communication. It's fast, efficient, convenient—and it can be dangerous. Consider these tips for getting the maximum
benefit while avoiding the pitfalls of e-mail, whether you're at work or home.

Casual is okay, sloppy is not.
It's perfectly acceptable to begin an e-mail with “Bill,” instead of “Dear Mr. Smith:”. E-mails don't require the
structure of traditional formal written correspondence, but use correct grammar and make sure everything is spelled
properly. And proofread, proofread, proofread. It's far too easy to accidentally leave a word out and change the entire
meaning of your message. (Spell check doesn’t always know what you are trying to say either!) Be concise and to the
point. Don't type in all capital letters (that's considered shouting); capitalize where appropriate.
Remember that e-mail is not 100 percent reliable.
Spam filters and system failures can cause messages to end up somewhere in cyberspace. If it's important,
request a receipt confirmation by either using the tool in your e-mail software or specifically asking the receiver to
acknowledge the message.
Be cautious with abbreviations and acronyms.
E-mail has spawned a language of its own, but don't use abbreviations and acronyms that your reader might
not understand— or worse, might misunderstand. It's always better to spell things out and be clear.
Use humor sparingly or not at all.
E-mail is a one-dimensional communication without the benefit of tone or facial expression. Even including a
smiley face or other humor indicator may not have the effect you want. It's much safer to just avoid using humor
completely.
E-mail praise but not reprimands.
E-mail is a great tool for quick and timely electronic pats on the back, but should never be used for any sort
of negative appraisal. Thoughts and emotions can be misinterpreted, and creating even more problems in the
process. Include a subject line appropriate for your message. Focus on one issue per e-mail and make it
clear in your subject line so the recipient can find your message quickly and will know what it's about.
Don't let e-mail replace human interaction.
E-mail may be efficient, but we still need real face-to-face conversation in many situations. Make
e-mail work for you, not against you. When it comes to GWRRA, we also need to keep in mind that not all of our
members have access to e-mail (and some prefer to check it sparingly outside of work). Make sure your “phone tree”
can still keep these members informed.

Paul & Cheryl Brosher
International Directors of Leadership Training
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Before you hit send, be sure your message is complete and is going to the right person.
Sending a blank or incomplete message can be embarrassing or worse. For e-mails you originate, make the address
the last thing you do—that way, the message can't be sent until you're ready. For replies, take care not to hit the
“send” button prematurely. And always check to make sure the address is accurate. We may laugh at stories of people who sent messages to the wrong people, but the reality is, such errors can damage your reputation, cost you business and money, and ruin relationships. If you’re sending
attachments, try to get in the habit of attaching the document first so it isn’t forgotten.

Leadership Training

“All-Or-Nothing?”
Amy Peterson
Master University Trainer
Are you an “all-or-nothing” sort of person, or can you do things gradually? Weight lifters start with weights
they can lift and gradually increase the weight over a period of time. Improving a little bit each day, no
matter how tiny that progress may seem, will take you to your goal. The key is the gradual forward progress.

Gold Wing Road Riders Association

Continue to build on your own success patterns. You have all had successes in your life. Go back in your
memory and relive those experiences. In your imagination revive the entire picture in as much detail as
you can. Visualize all of the little incidental things that helped you on your way to that success. Remember
all of the details – the feelings, the activities, the colors, the surroundings, the excitement, the path. Use of
all of your senses to make those positive memories come alive. Then use those memories to picture
yourself successfully and make your goals a reality. See yourself already succeeding at your worthwhile
venture. Clearly visualize the outcome, perfect in every detail. Be creative. It beats worrying…and it
works!
Now, the final step as Trainers and Instructors is how to apply this concept. In some cases we can lead by
example. Catch people “doing things right” to build confidence in your GWRRA family. Mentor and coach
leaders to help people achieve gradually increasing successes as they target people for helping with projects or responsibilities in the chapter or district. Most of us can relate to the feeling of fear and success.
We have also watched members of our GWRRA family blossom and grow as they try new things
in a fun and supportive environment. Remember those memories and feelings as youwork with others,
and you’ll continue to make a difference!

Amy Peterson
Master University Trainer
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Pavlov, the king of stimulus-response thinking, was asked to give one last piece of advise for his students
from his deathbed. His answer was, “Passion and gradualness.” That seems like very memorable, appropriate advice. If you are involved in projects, careers and relationships that you are passionate about and
you purposefully build them gradually, you will reach your objectives and reap the benefits. When you
reach a plateau after developing a high degree of skill, or after working intensely at something, it is often
wise to drop back a little and allow for some balance. When things feel like a strain and results are not
forthcoming, that sense of difficulty and effort can displace the passion you once had. There is wisdom in
stepping back in this scenario before you move forward once again.

GWRRA

2012 Events
Arizona District

October 26 - 28

GWRRA Cruise

November 4-11

GEAR UP
FOR A FABULOUSLY
2013!
Gold Wing Road Riders Association

Friends for Fun, Safety & Knowledge

Don’t see your Region or District event listed?
Contact the Insight Newsletter Editor;
Gary Henry
Email: GWRRA.Insight@gmail.com
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